Oreste Mosciaro departed this life quietly, after a long period of suffered disability lasting seven years. He studied under Professor Bocca. He had a rapid and brilliant professional career. After graduating at the University of Bologna in 1959 and specializing in otolaryngology at the University of Milan graduating in 1962, he became an assistant to the ENT Chair at the University of Sassari from 1962 to 1964, Ferrara from 1965 to 1967, then head physician in Faenza in 1969 and later in Verona in 1973. In this period he developed his professional competence, an excellent diagnostician and very able surgeon in all sectors of our specialization. He was the first of us, as young assistants, to do a stapedectomy with interposition, having as a teacher, besides Professor Bocca, Dr. Luis Garcia Ibanez ( the father of José Luis and Emilio ). But his preference was for oncological surgery of the head and neck, where he knew how to combine solid professional knowledge with a natural manual skill. During his years in Verona Luis Garcia Ibanez, son of Emilio, was his best student, who he taught with excellent results all our \"nonotological\" surgery.
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Oreste\'s mother came from Lombardy and his father from Calabria, and he combined the best of both. Our collaboration, starting in the years of specialization, was a daily occurrence in Sassari and Ferrara for seven long years. We like to remember the young Mosciaro, together with us in the sixties in the Sardinian \"adventure\". In those days to reach that beautiful island, still to become a tourist paradise, cars were hoisted on board with nets to be unloaded the following day in Porto Torres. At the time, especially in Sassari, it was a pioneering period, both professionally and organizationally. The need was for qualified, but humane, professionals to make life together amiable and to take on the daily challenges to create and develop for that period a modern university clinic, in a Sardinia still very poor which, nevertheless, offered magnificent tourist attractions even for those, like us, on low salaries that allowed little extras. We like to remember \"Uncle Oreste\" who played with our children on his knees, together with our and his very good friend, the equally young and brilliant José Luis Garcia Ibanez Ferrandiz, who, sent by his father for a short apprenticeship at Professor Bocca\'s clinic, returned to Spain only four years later. And Oreste in Ferrara with his young wife Margherita and their daughters, who immediately became a part of our families. With them we shared expectations, dreams, disappointments and distress. We cannot forget Oreste\'s jovial character, his sense of humour, caustic wit, dandy like elegance, his human touch, availability and generosity to all-comers, the importance given to friendship and capacity to bear the difficulties in life. We have lost more a brother than just a friend. The message that Oreste Mosciaro leaves us, that mitigates in part the sorrow, is that one can consider a life worthwhile when compassion, intelligence and duty guide our daily tasks.
